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Jeffrey Dahmer murdered 17 men and boys in
the American Midwest, becoming one of
history’s most infamous serial killers. This is
the story before that story. Jeff (Disney
Channel’s Ross Lynch) is an awkward
teenager struggling to make it through high
school with a family life in ruins. His bizarre
behavior at school attracts unexpected friends,
a group of band-nerds who form The Dahmer
Fan Club, headed by Derf Backderf (Alex
Wolff, “Patriots Day”). But as they near
graduation, Jeff’s depravity continues to take
hold, and he spirals further out of control.
Based on Backderf’s critically acclaimed 2012
graphic novel, and written for the screen and
directed by Marc Meyers, MY FRIEND
DAHMER is the haunting, sad, funny, true
story of Jeffrey Dahmer in high school.
When second-graders Bryce and Juli first
meet, Juli knows it’s love. Bryce isn’t so sure.
In the days and years ahead, Bryce (Callan
McAuliffe) does all he can to keep his
wannabe girlfriend at arm’s length – and the
smart, independent-minded Juli (Madeline
Carroll) continues to give him the benefit of the
doubt. This tender coming-of-age romantic
comedy from director Rob Reiner takes the
pair from grade school to junior high, through
triumph and disaster, family drama and first
love, as they make discoveries that will define
who they are – and who they are to each
other.

Luce is just an ordinary teen girl until a
shocking accident sends her to a mysterious
reform school for misfit and eclectic teenagers.
There, she meets two students, Daniel and
Cam. Torn between the instant electrifying
connection she feels with Daniel and the
attracting force of Cam, Luce is quickly pulled
into a passionate love triangle. As she tries to
piece together deeply fragmented memories,
she is left with a feeling of undeniable longing
for her one true love and the revelation of a
love story that has been going on for
centuries,that will shatter the boundaries
between heaven and earth.

Fatalistic teenager George Zingavoy (Freddie
Highmore) is a master at just barely getting by.
In fact, he’s practically turned it into an art
form—making it through the entire school year
without doing a shred of work. But when
George meets a beautiful and complicated girl
named Sally (Emma Roberts), he discovers a
kindred spirit who turns his slacker world
upside down. Their quirky and unexpected
romance may just inspire George to do the
unthinkable—get off his butt and chase after
his dreams.

Malcolm (Shameik Moore) is a geek into oldschool rap who finds himself in the middle of
an adventure involving shady drug dealers,
offbeat weirdos and a backpack that can make
or break his chance of getting into Harvard.
Also starring rapper A$AP Rocky, Blake
Anderson (TV's Workaholics) and Zoë Kravitz,
Dope is "vibrant and entertaining" (Boyd van
Hoeij, The Hollywood Reporter).

Adapted from the best-selling novel by The
Fault in Our Stars author John Green comes
this unforgettable film starring Nat Wolff and
Cara Delevingne. Ever since they were
children, Quentin (Wolff) has been in love with
his enigmatic neighbor Margo (Delevingne).
So when Margo recruits Quentin for a prankfilled night of adventure, Quentin leaps at the
opportunity. But the next day, Margo suddenly
disappears, leaving behind cryptic clues for
Quentin to decipher. When he goes on an epic
road trip to find her, Quentin ultimately learns
the true meaning of love and friendship.

Proving that the power of true friendship
knows no bounds, Me and Earl and the Dying
Girl is a uniquely funny, uplifting tale that will
steal your heart and leave you laughing! Meet
Greg Gaines, a quirky teenager trying to coast
through high school while making hilariously
mediocre film parodies with his coworker Earl.
But when he is forced to spend time with a
terminally ill classmate at the request of his
meddling mother, Greg embarks on his most
ambitious project yet: to let his guard down
and connect with those around him in ways he
never imagined.

Based on author Richelle Mead’s worldwide
bestselling series, VAMPIRE ACADEMY tells
the legend of Rose Hathaway (Zoey Deutch)
and Lissa Dragomir (Lucy Fry), two 17-yearold girls who attend a hidden boarding school
for Moroi (mortal, peaceful Vampires) and
Dhampirs (half-vampire/half-human
guardians). Rose, a rebellious Guardian-intraining and her best friend, Lissa – a royal
vampire Princess - have been on the run when
they are captured and returned to
St.Vladamirs Academy, the very place where
they believe their lives may be in most
jeopardy. Thrust back into the perils of Moroi
Society and high school, Lissa struggles to
reclaim her status while Rose trains with her
mentor and love-interest, Dimitri (Danila
Kozlovsky), to guarantee her place as Lissa’s
guardian. Rose will sacrifice everything to
protect Lissa from those who intend to exploit
her from within the Academy walls and the
Strigoi (immortal, evil vampires) who hunt her
kind from outside its sanctuary.

In the vein of classic coming-of-age films like
Sixteen Candles and The Breakfast Club, The
Edge of Seventeen is a poignant and hilarious
look at what it's like to be a teenager today.
Growing up is hard, and life is no easier for
Nadine (Hailee Steinfeld, Pitch Perfect 2), who
is already at peak awkwardness when her best
friend Krista (Haley Lu Richardson,
Ravenswood) begins dating her all-star
brother Darian (Blake Jenner, Glee). All at
once, Nadine feels more alone than ever. With
the help of her reluctant sounding-board
(Woody Harrelson, True Detective), she soon
discovers that what feels like the end of the
world may just be the beginning of growing up.
Also starring Kyra Sedgwick (The Closer), see
the movie critics are calling "an instant high
school movie classic" (Dave Ehrlich,
IndieWire).

Set in the near-future UK, Saoirse Ronan
plays Daisy, an American teenager sent to
stay with relatives in the English countryside.
Initially withdrawn and alienated, she begins to
warm up to her charming surroundings and
strikes up a romance with the handsome
Edmund (George MacKay). But on the fringes
of their idyllic summer days
are tense news reports of an escalating
conflict in Europe. As the UK falls into a
violent, chaotic military state, Daisy finds
herself hiding and fighting to survive.

Forced to repeat her senior year of high
school, Claire's (Maslany) reputation is sliding
from bad-ass to bad joke. Armed with an acid
tongue and shielded by ever-present
headphones, Claire locks onto the only
student clueless to her sordid rep: Henry (Van
Wyck), a nerdy freshman she used to babysit.
At night, Claire escapes to raucous concerts
where she catches the eye of 33-year old Jim
(McCarthy, frontman of The ElastoCitizens), a
would be rock star who feeds on young fans
adoration. Jim leads her into an intoxicating
world of hard-partying musicians, while at
school, Claire takes Henry under her wing.
She reinvents her dorky friend as the
mysterious rebel, throwing Henry's life into
hilarious turmoil. As Claire dances across the
surface of these relationships, she eventually
learns hard lessons about the difference
between sex, intimacy, and friendship.

An enthusiastic young adventurer follows his
dreams into the Amazon jungle with two
friends and a guide with a mysterious past.
Their journey quickly turns into a terrifying
ordeal as the darkest elements of human
nature and the deadliest threats of the
wilderness lead to an all-out fight for survival.

As the sweeping Australian saga returns, four
years have passed and nurse Sarah
Nordmann (Marta Dusseldorp, Janet King) and
her son are safe and happy, despite having to
live separately from wealthy patriarch George
Bligh (Brett Climo, Snowy River: The
McGregor Saga) for political reasons.
George’s formidable mother, Elizabeth (Noni
Hazlehurst, Little Fish), has finally found love
and happiness with her new husband, while
her granddaughter, Anna (Abby Earl, The
Great Mint Swindle), makes waves as a single
socialite. But the Blighs’ contentment is
threatened when George’s murderous wife,
Regina (Jenni Baird, The 4400), petitions for
release from the insane asylum. Set in 1958,
this “captivatingly filmed, deeply romantic
drama” (The Wall Street Journal) continues to
address thorny social issues with intelligence
and aplomb.

17-year-old Katie Price (Bella Thorne) has
been sheltered since childhood with a rare
disease that makes even the smallest amount
of sunlight deadly. During the day she is
housebound, but after nightfall, Katie can
venture out to the local train station and play
her guitar for travelers. One night, her dreams
come true when she's noticed by Charlie
(Patrick Schwarzenegger), whom she has
secretly admired for years, and decides to hide
her condition from him as the two embark on a
uniquely powerful romance over one nearly
perfect summer.

In this remake of the 1950 George Cukor classic,
Melanie Griffith (Something Wild) stars as Billie
Dawn, a Las Vegas showgirl whose lack of
sophistication embarrasses her Washington,
D.C. millionaire boyfriend (John Goodman,
Barton Fink). He, in turn, hires a handsome and
well-educated journalist (Don Johnson, TVs
Miami Vice) to help smarten her up. In no time at
all, the millionaire gets much more than he
bargains for, as Billie blossoms into an
independent thinker. Sparks fly as she uses her
learning to turn the nation's capital upside down.
You're sure to love Born Yesterday, the
hilariously delightful comedy hit that proves you
should never underestimate the power of an
underestimated woman.

Foul-mouthed mutant mercenary Wade Wilson
(AKA. Deadpool), brings together a team of fellow
mutant rogues to protect a young boy with
supernatural abilities from the brutal, time-traveling
cyborg, Cable.

After a deadly fire rips through St. James
Church, Hadleigh University leaders use the
tragedy to push the congregation off campus,
forcing the church to defend its rights and
bringing together estranged brothers for a
reunion that opens old wounds and forces
them to address the issues that pulled them
apart.

High-powered Manhattan attorney, Ellen
Branford, is going to fulfill her grandmother's
dying wish-to deliver a mysterious letter to a
man who owns a blueberry farm. As Ellen sets
out on her grandmother's mission, she
unravels the mysterious love story her
grandmother left behind.

From the director of Beverly Hills Chihuahua
and Scooby-Doo comes a family comedy
about the unlikely pairing of a human detective
(Will Arnett) and his canine partner (voiced by
Chris "Ludacris" Bridges), who must go
undercover at the world's most exclusive dog
show and recruit an all-star cast of animal
helpers to solve their biggest case yet.
Starring Will Arnett, Chris "Ludacris" Bridges,
Natasha Lyonne, Jordin Sparks, Gabriel
"Fluffy" Iglesias, Shaquille O'Neal, Alan
Cumming, and Stanley Tucci. The Daily
Beagle says Show Dogs is "A Mutt-See!"

When children in town begin to disappear, a
group of young kids is faced with their biggest
fears as they square off against evil clown,
Pennywise. Based on the Stephen King novel.

Visionary director Wes Anderson’s Isle of Dogs
tells the story of Atari Kobayashi, 12-year-old ward
to corrupt Mayor Kobayashi. When all the canine
pets of Megasaki City are exiled to vast Trash
Island, Atari sets off in search of his bodyguard
dog, Spots. With the assistance of his newfound
mongrel friends, he begins an epic journey that will
decide the fate and future of the entire Prefecture.

Four lifelong friends' (Diane Keaton, Jane
Fonda, Candice Bergen and Mary
Steenburgen) lives are turned upside down to
hilarious ends when their book club attempts
to shake things up by tackling the infamous
"Fifty Shades of Grey." From discovering new
romance to rekindling old flames, they inspire
each other to make their next chapter the best
chapter. Also starring Andy Garcia, Don
Johnson and Craig T. Nelson, "this dream cast
delivers the perfect, fun, feel-good film!" (FOXTV, Rachel Smith).

Starring Shailene Woodley (The Fault in Our
Stars, Divergent films) and Sam Claflin (Me
Before You, The Hunger Games films), Adrift
is based on the inspiring true story of two free
spirits whose chance encounter leads them
first to love, and then to the adventure of a
lifetime. As the two sailors set out on a journey
across the ocean, Tami Oldham (Woodley)
and Richard Sharp (Claflin) couldn't anticipate
they would be sailing directly into one of the
most catastrophic hurricanes in recorded
history. In the aftermath of the storm, Tami
awakens to find Richard badly injured and
their boat in ruins. With no hope for rescue,
Tami must find the strength and determination
to save herself and the only man she has ever
loved. Adrift is the unforgettable story about
the resilience of the human spirit and the
transcendent power of love.

For over 30 years, Fred Rogers, an
unassuming minister, puppeteer, writer and
producer, was beamed daily into homes
across America. In his beloved television
program, Mister Rogers' Neighborhood, Fred
and his cast of puppets and friends spoke
directly to young children about some of life's
weightiest issues, in a simple, direct fashion.
There hadn't been anything like Mr. Rogers on
television before and there hasn't been since.

Two crimes: one real, one fiction. The death of
a business man turns into a murder
investigation as details in one author's book
are found to be very similar to the crime. The
lead detective on the case, Jacek, uses the
book in hopes that it will help him solve the
murder, even going so far as to question the
author himself because of the striking
similarities between the fictional murder and
his case.

Fueled by his restored faith in humanity and
inspired by Superman's selfless act, Bruce
Wayne enlists the help of his newfound ally,
Diana Prince, to face an even greater enemy.
Together, Batman and Wonder Woman work
quickly to find and recruit a team of
metahumans to stand against this newly
awakened threat. But despite the formation of
this unprecedented league of heroes: Batman,
Wonder Woman, Aquaman, Cyborg and The
Flash; it may already be too late to save the
planet from an assault of catastrophic
proportions.

Based on a true story, 12 year old Tom (Art
Parkinson) and his misfit friends fight to save
Buster the baby elephant during the air raids
on Belfast in 1941.

What happens when you lose the foundation
of your family? In the wake of a husband and
father’s death, the family members he leaves
behind find themselves adrift—and in danger
of drifting apart—as they each try to find
meaning in a world without the man who held
them together. Mother Suzanne (Andie
MacDowell) tentatively seeks
companionship—but her attempts at dating
only drive a wedge between her and older son
Nicholas (Chris O’Dowd), whose own
relationship with his girlfriend is disintegrating.
Meanwhile, younger son Chris (James
Adomian) deals with grief in his own
complicated—and increasingly worrying—way.
What plays out between the trio is a beautifully
observed, powerfully emotional journey that
speaks to the strength of family ties.

From celebrated author Janette Oke (The
Love Comes Softly series) comes a rigorous
and romantic adventure as epic as the wide
frontier. Erin Krakow (Army Wives), Daniel
Lissing (Eye Candy), Jack Wagner (Melrose
Place) and Lori Loughlin (Full House, 90210)
star in When Calls The Heart, a beautiful story
filled with "many of the values we all hold
precious such as love, family, friendship,
community, faith and caring about one
another", (Military Press)!
At long last, Jack returns to Hope Valley and
he and Elizabeth start planning their wedding
... but at the schoolhouse, Phillip is worried
that the impending nuptials will mean the loss
of his beloved teacher. Meanwhile, Carson
finds love, the town bank might be in trouble,
and Hattie runs a false story at the school
newspaper.

Kids
Twelve-year-old Luis befriends a trio of
awkward aliens who ve gotten stuck on Earth
after watching too much home-shopping
network. With a neglectful father at home, Luis
decides to escape with the aliens so he can
avoid being sent away to a boarding school.

A small-town veterinarian wishes on a snow
globe for her most romantic Christmas ever, and
soon finds her life changing for the better.

After a crash disfigures his face and maims his
body, pilot Oliver Bradford (Robert Young)
hides from family and friends in a seaside
cottage. There he befriends homely, gentle
Laura Pennington (Dorothy McGuire). The two
marry for companionship - until some rare
magic within the cottage transforms them into
ardent and beautiful lovers. Director John
Cromwell's delicate, achingly romantic film is
based on Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's play, written
in a post-World War I era of broken men
returning to families who could not recognize
them. When history sadly repeated itself,
World War II film audiences likewise embraced
a story of the transcendent power of love. The
film so moved Young that he named his own
California home The Enchanted Cottage.

Fiona is a high-powered New York real estate
broker at the top of her game. When she is
unexpectedly dumped by her boyfriend she
heads off for a week in Vermont at her Dad s
country Inn. There she runs into her ex with
new girlfriend in tow. Anxious to save face,
Fiona strikes a deal with the Inn s perfectionist
chef, Derek, to be her boyfriend for the week.

